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In this paper we develop a theory of peseudodifferential operators on 
Hilbert space-valued functions. 
The starting point of the work is the observation that the defining formula 
for a pseudodifferential operator 
l%(x) = (274~” j efm+p(x, 6) zi(#) df 
makes sense when u is a Hilbert space-valued function and p is operator 
valued. The theory is developed with the aim of discovering a natural class 
of “elliptic” operators, i.e., some generalization of the usual elliptic operators, 
retaining the Fredholm property. We investigate those symbols which are 
themselves Fredholm operator valued and invertible near infinity because it 
is clear that they already possess a topological index as defined by Atiyah 
and Singer [3]. 
A Fredholm operator is invertible modulo compact operators and the first 
step towards finding Fredholm operators is to find a relevant class of compact 
operators. We show that compact operator-valued symbols of order - 03 give 
rise to compact operators and may hence take the place of smoothing operators 
in our theory. Then we carry out Hormander’s calculus for constructing 
parametrices. 
The first interesting example arises as follows. Let 
P :L2(R” x R”) +L2(R” x R”) 
he a pseudodifferential operator defined in terms of a symbol 
~EP(R~ x R” x R” x R”) 
of order 0 and with compact support in the first two variables. Then 
2’ : L2(Rn, G(R”)) -+ L2(Rn, L2(R”)) 
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and may be defined in terms of a symbol q E Cm(Rm x Rn, B(La(Rn”), L2(R*))) 
(23 denotes the space of bounded linear operators) as follows: 
(* denotes the Fourier transform in two different senses). 
In the last part of this paper we generalize this example and give an 
application to the index problem for elliptic boundary-value problems. 
The paper includes two appendices in which we give technical proofs 
connected with the examples. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the elementary theory of pseudo- 
differential operators and also with the theory of Boutel de Monvei on 
pseudo-differential operators on manifolds with boundary [4$ 
NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 
Let X be a differentiable n manifold, compact or an open subset of R”, 
B a Banach space and H, HI, H2, separable Hilbert spaces. Let B(N, , Hz) 
and K(& , H,) denote the Banach spaces of continuous and compact linear 
maps, respectively, from HI to H2 with the operator norms. 
A functionf : X -+ B will be said to be differentiable at x E X if for all y 
in some coordinate neighborhood of x 
f(Y) ==fW + XY - 4 + PfY - 4 
for some linear map h : R” -+ B and v such that 
lim II ~(Y - ‘>ll = 0. 
Y-x Jy-XI 
The following function spaces will be used: C,,*(X, B) and C*(X, B), the 
spaces of infinitely differentiable functions with compact and arbitary 
supports, respectively, and the Sobolev spaces Irl,p(X, H) in which CO”(X, 23) 
is dense. All these spaces are defined for Banach space-valued functions by 
replacing the absolute value signs in the usual definitions by the relevant 
norm signs. 
The Fourier transform, denote by *, is defined by 
f”(t) = j e-i2.5f(x) dx 
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and the inverse Fourier transform by “. Sometimes we transform with respect 
to only some of the variables of a function and we indicate this by placing A 
or ” above the variables involved, e.g., iff : R” x R” -+ B 
f(x, 2) = (21~)~” s eis.y(x, () df. 
Finally, if 01 = (011, aa ,..,, ol,) is a multi-index and <E R” we use the 
following abbreviations: 
asa = (ajaxp ... (ajax,p 
1. PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OHSRATORS 
Let B be a Banach space, H, HI , Ha , H3 separable Hilbert spaces and U 
an open subset of R”. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A B-valued symbol of order U is a smooth function 
p E C”“( U x R”, B) with the property that for each compact KC U and pair 
of multi-indices 01, /3 there exists a constant C,.,, such that 
for all x E K, E E R”. The space of all such symbols is denoted by Sd( U, B) 
and we let 
S-m(U, B) = n Sa(U, B), 
&R 
S”(U, B) = u @(U, B). 
l%R 
DEFINITION 1.2. A symbol p E S*(U, B) has compact support if there 
exists a compact set KC U such that p(x, f) = 0 for all x 6 K, f E Rn. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A continuous linear operator 
P : Coa( U, HI) -+ Cm( U, Hz) 
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is a pseudodifferential operator of order d if for eachf E COm( U), there exists 
p, E Sd(U, B(H, , Ha)) such that 
P(f . U)(4 = (24-” J ez9f(% afw a 
for all u E COa( U, Hi) and x E U. The space of all such operators is denoted 
by Pa(U, HI , Hz). If there is one symbol p such that 
Pu(x) = (27r)-” J- fF~p(x. [)(z2(&-)) dC 
for all u E C,“(U, HI) and x E U, then we write P = p(x, D). 
EXAMPLE 1.4. Let p E B(H, , H,). Thenp induces p(x, D) E P*(U, HI , Hz) 
by taking p(x, 5) = p for all X, f. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let P E P( U; 6, C). Then P induces P E P*(U; El> H) in 
the obvious way. 
EXAMPLE 1.6. Let R : La(R”, HJ -+ L2(R”, HJ be a linear operator of 
finite rank. Then R = C,( , SJ t3 for some (sJ$ C L2(R”, Hr) and 
{tj& CLz(R”, HJ. 
For each u EU(R~, HI) 
by Parseval’s formula. Hence if the s3 E Y(R%, HJ (functions of rapid descent) 
and the t3 E Cm(RN, NJ, R = r(x, D) is a pseudodifferential operator with 
Y(X, f) = (2733” e-+~ c ( , ij(()) t,(x). 
EXAMPLE 1.7. Let p E Sd(Rn x R”, C) and have compact support. This 
symbol is a function on R” x R” x R* x Rm and we write (x, y, f, 9) to 
denote a point of this space. The operator p(x, y, D) has a continuous 
extension 
p(x, y, D) : Hk(R” x R”) -+ Nk-“(Rn x Rm) 
for each k G R. 
In particular, when k = d = 0, 
p(x, y, D) : La(R”, L2(Rn”)) -+ L”(R”, L2(R”)), 
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which suggests that perhaps p(x, y, D) E P(R*; P(R”), L2(Rn”)). When 
k > 0, 
H'(Rn x R") = @ H"l(R") @ Hh(Rm); 
kICka=& 
the situation is more complicated. 
THEOREM 1.8. Letp E Sd(Rn x Rm, C) with compact support. 
(i) If d > 0, then for each k > d, 
p(x,y, II) E P(R"; P(R"), EPd(Rm)). 
(ii) If d < 0, thenfor each k > 0, 
(4 P(X, y, 0) E Pa@“; Hk(Rm), Hk(R”)), 
(b) p(x,y, D)eP"(Rn; fP(R"), lPd(R")). 
The proof of this theorem is rather technical and is deferred to Appendix 1. 
There are other results of this type but these are sufficient for our appli- 
cations. 
2. SMOOTHING OPERATORS AND ELLIPTIC OPERATORS 
Our aim in studying pseudodifferentiable operators on Hilbert space-valued 
functions was to find an interesting class of Fredholm operators. The 
following very simple example illuminates some of the problems. 
Let X be a compact manifold and K E P-“(X; C, C). Then 1 + K is an 
elliptic operator and hence Fredholm. Now consider the operator induced by 
1 + K on P(X, H), where H is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. The 
kernel is now ker(1 + K) @ H an is either zero or infinite dimensional. d 
Hence the operator on Cm(X, H) is only Fredholm if it is invertible. 
This example shows that if we are to find a class of Fredholm operators, 
then our calculus will have to be more accurate than merely module symbols 
of order -co. 
In this section we show that symbols of order --03 taking values in the 
compact operators give rise to compact operators, and use them for the error 
terms in our calculus. This restriction on error terms, in turn, restricts the 
class of symbols with which we can work. As soon as this restriction is 
imposed, the calculus formulas (see Nirenberg [7]) all go through and we are 
able to find our Fredbolm operators and construct their parametrices. 
Let P&U; Hl , H2) denote the space of pseudodifferential operators 
defined locally in terms of symbols in Sd( U, K(H, , H,)). 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let k E Sa(Rn, K(H, , II,)) with d < 0 and with 
compact suppart. Then 
k(x, D) : H’“(R”, HI) -+ H”(R”, Hz) 
is compact. 
Proof. (The proof is essentially the same as when HI = Hz = C.) We 
assume first that k has compact support as a function on Rn x R*, select a 
product partition of unity (~~1 *~p,~)& for RX x R” and define 
b, 8 = C tpz’(x) RW 4xz 3 h;), 
where xi belongs to the support of v)21 and & to the support vP2. 
Let E > 0. The partition of unity may be chosen so fine on the support of 
k that 
II %a(~(x, f) - k(x, f))ll ==c E 
for all (x, E) E R” x R” and a: < n + m + 1 (see De Rham [9‘J). Then by 
Lemma 1.9, Appendix 1, 
II @‘(x, D) - k(x, D)IIBtKM,Hmj d C. E, 
where C is a constant depending on the support of k. 
Let u E Hm(R”, HI). Then 
I;(x, 0 ~(4 = (W-” C ~~(4 Nx, , &,> f vjj”(t) zi(5) d& 
displaying E(g, D) as a sum of operators 
where the middIe factor is the compact operator k(xs , fj). Hence E(x, D) is 
compact and it follows easily that k(x, D) is also compact. 
The assumption that the support of k(x, f) is compact in R” x R” may be 
removed by noting that any pseudodifferential operator of strictly negative 
order may be approximated as operator on these Sobolev spaces by an operator 
defined in terms of a symbol with compact support in R” x R”. 
DEFXNITION 2.2. A pseudodifferential operator P E P”(V; El2 , Hz) is a 
smoothing operator if P E PG~( U; HI , H,), 
With this defkition, we need some restriction on our operators in order 
that the asymptotic expansions given by the calculus will converge rnodulo 
smoothing operators. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. A symbol p E Sd(V; B(H, , HJ) has compact fiber 
variation (class CV) if for each x E U, 
for all 6 E R”. The space of such symbols is denoted by S&( U, B(E;I, , H,)) 
and the space of pseudodifferential operators defined locally in terms of 
%P, W4 , H,)> by J’&<u; HI , Hz). 
LEMMA 2.4. A symbol p E S*(U, B(H, , HJ) is of class CV if for each 
multi-index ,t?, l/3 ( # 0, atap E S“(lJ, K(H, , H,)). 
Proof. The short Taylor expansion 
P(X, 0 - P(X, 0) = c P j: PP(x, tf) dt 
/RI=1 
displays p in the required form. 
EXAMPLE 1.7. (continued). When d = 0, the symbol p(x, E) is such that 
@%(% f) = (VP)(% YT E, D) 
ad for each (x, 0 (VP>(X, Y, 6 0) is a pseudodifferential operator of order 
I,8 1 and hence is compact as an operator on Hk(R”). Hence 4 is of class CV. 
We can perform the usual calculus modulo smoothing operators within 
the class of pseudodifferential operators of class CV. The class is closed under 
transposition and changing coordinates. Although it is not closed under 
composition, the asymptotic formula for the symbol of a composition still 
holds. We quote this formula here for future reference. 
Letp, E S&( U, B(H, , HJ) andp, E S&( U, B(H, , H,)). Then the symbol 
of the composition is asymptotic to 
(2.5) 
All terms in this expansion, other than the first, are compact operator valued 
and hence the first term determines whether the composition is of class CV. 
We note that we may extend the definition of pseudodifferential operators 
of class CV to operators defined on manifolds and Hilbert bundles. 
EXAMPLE 1.7. (continued). Let X and Y be compact manifolds, VI and 
V, smooth vector bundles over X x Y. Let P E P(.X x Y; V, , V,) be a 
pseudodifferential operator of order 0. Then P has an extension 
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where HI and El2 are natural Hilbert bundles with fibers at x E X9 
P( VI / x x Y) and EP(Vs j x x Y) (R 2 0), the Sobolev spaces defined 
by the restriction of the vector bundles to Y. 
In all that follows, we will assume that X is a compact manifold. 
DEFINITION 2.6. An operator PEP&(X; HII Hs) is elliptic if it is 
defined locally in terms of Fredholm operator-valued symbols which are 
invertible for large 1 t 1 with “bounded inverses.” More precisely, for each 
coordinate patch UC X and compact KC U, a symbol p for P 1 U satisfies 
(i) p(x, 6) E Fred(H, , H,) for all (x, 0, 
(ii) there exist positive constants C, , D* such that if x E K, 1 E j > C, , 
then p(x, <) E GL(H, , Hz) and p(x, 0-l < D, . The class of elliptic operators 
in P&(X; HI , H,) is denoted by PE(X, HI, Hz). 
Remark 2.7. We have only defined elliptic operators of order 0; we failed 
to find a natural definition for higher orders. Consider the following example. 
Let d > 0 and let p E P&(R*; HI , Na) be such that 
hi t-dj(x, t-f) E GL(H, , H,). 
Then writing p(q 5) = p(x, 0) + k(x, 0, 
9-2 t-dp(~, tE) = v+% t-dk(x, tf), 
which is compact. This is incompatible with P being elliptic unless both the 
Hiibert spaces are finite dimensional. 
The calculus allows us to construct parametrices (inverses modulo 
smoothing operators) for the elliptic operators. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let X be a compact manifold and let P E P&(X; H, ) I&). 
Then P is elliptic if and only if there exists Q E P&,(X; I& , I&) such that 
PQ-1 and PQ-1 are smoothing operators. 
Proof. The usual construction of a parametrix (see Nirenberg [7]) carries 
through with very little modification. 
Assume that Q exists. Let U be a coordinate patch and+, E) and q(x, [) 
symbols for P ( U and Q [ U, respectively. Then 
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and hence pq and qp are both of the form 1 + compact operator-valued 
symbol. It follows that p and q must be Fredholm operator-valued symbols. 
Only the leading terms in the expansions above are of nonnegative order. 
This implies that for large j [ (, q(zc, f) p(x, [) and p(x, f) q(x, f) are close to 
the identity and hence p(x, .$) is invertible. Also p(x, ,$)-I approximates 
&, 4) and hence is bounded. Therefore p is an elliptic symbol. 
EXAMPLE 1.7 (continued). Let X and Y be compact manifolds, VI and 
Vz smooth vector bundles over X x Y and P E PO(X x Y, VI , Vz) elliptic. 
Then the extension PEP&(X; H*(V, 1 Y), Hk(V2 1 Y)) is elliptic. For let 
Q E PO(X x Y; V, , VI) be a parametrix for P. Then the extension 
Q E P&(X x Y; Hk(V,), Hh(Vl)) is the required parametrix for we know 
that PQ-1 E P-“(X x Y, V, , V,) and QP-1 E P-,(X x Y; VI , VI) and 
therefore 
PQ-1 E P-“(x; Hk( V, ( Y), H*( V, j Y)), 
QP-1 E P-“(X, W( V, / Y), H&( VI j Y)). 
3. THE INDEX THEOREM 
Let X be a compact, riemannian manifold, T*(X) the cotangent bundle 
and let H be an infinite-dimensional, separable Hilbert space. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A smooth function p : T*(X) --+ Fred(H, H) with the 
property that for each coordinate patch UC X, p 1 T*(U) defines an elliptic 
operator on U is called an elliptic symbol on X. The space of all such symbols 
is denoted by 8,(X, B(H, H)). 
DEFINITION 3.2. An elliptic symbol p E S,(X, B(H, H)) is eventually 
homogeneous if for some b(p) > 0, p(x, tt) =p(x, E) for all (x, [) with 
j 8 ) > b(p) and t E [l, 00). The space of all such symbols is denoted by 
&m(X B(K W>. 
We give Sa(X, B(H, H)) and S&X, B(H, H)) the topology induced by 
the seminorms I] sup D,p(x, %)/I, w h ere the D, are differential operators of 
order not greater than n + 2. 
Following Atiyah [l] we have a map 
y : 8,(X, B(H, H)) --+ K(T*(X)) (compact supports). 
It may be defined as follows. For each p E &(X, J?(H, Jl)) select a subspace 
V of H, closed and of finite codimension, such that for each (x, f) E T*(X), 
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p(x, t) \ V is injective. Then assign top the member of K(T*(X)) represented 
bY 
P (pv)’ o (p I Vl) : T”(X) x VL - w>i> 
where Pc~~).L is the orthogonal projection of T*(X) x H onto the vector 
bundle with fibre (p(x, 4)V)” at (x, 5). 
DEFINITION 3.3. The topological index of p E S,(X, B(H, N)) is the 
topological index of r(p) (see Atiyah [3]). 
We may also define the anlytical index of p E PE(X, H, H). Select a partition 
of unity &J$}& subordinate to some coordinate cover (U,}y=,, of X. Then 
select (&& C corn(X) such that the support of $a is contained in U, and #Q 
restricted to the support of pz equals 1. Choose trivializations for T*( Vi) and 
let Pi = (p j T*(U,))(x, 0). NOW put P, = C, #ePicpz . The map p ++ .E$ 
induces a well-defined map 
S&C WC HI) +a. P,“(X; H, H)/PZ’(X; H, H). 
Notice that we may use a similar patching procedure to define a map from 
PE(X; H, H) to L&(X, B(H, H)). Th e various choices involved give symbok 
differing only by compact operator-valued symbols of order -1. This 
correspondence, modulo compact operator-valued symbols of order - 1, 
between elliptic operators and symbols implies that the topological and 
analytical indices are well defined for both operators and symbols. 
The next step is to prove that the two indices are equal. 
?hEOREIvI 3.5. Let p E f&(X, B(H, H)). Then there exists an or&nary 
pseudodifiwential operator j E SEo(X; VI , V,), where VI and V, are vector 
bundles, such that the analytical and topological indices of p and5 am equal. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let p E S,(X, B(H, If)). Then the topological and 
analytical indices of p are equal. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. We give the proof for the case when 
The general case may be reduced to this by appealing to an easy generalization 
of the results in Hormander [5J. 
Hence suppose p E S&X, B(H, H)). The proof consists of performing 
certain deformations of p that preserve both the topological and analytical 
indices. 
505/=/3-11 
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Let b(p) be such that p is homogeneous for 1 8 ] > b(p) and let Y be a 
closed subspace of H of finite codimension such that p(x, f) 1 V is injective 
for all (x, f) E T*(X). Let 2, c, and _v-L denote the trivial bundles over 
T*(X) with fibers H, V, and VL, respectively. Then p may be considered as a 
(2 x 2) matrix of symbols 
(fy 1) :,v@g+pV@(pV)‘. 
Under the deformation 
p* = (P b” (1 ; 9’) t E P, 11, 
of the symbol p, p, remains Fredholm operator valued and it is invertible 
when s(x, e) is invertible. Hence p, , t E [0, 11, defines a continuous path in 
J%E(X W, i-0. 
Consider p, , 
p, = (P b” If) : z 0 EL -+ (PV 0 (PW. 
Let 9 : [O, CD) -+ [0, co) be smooth and such that 
dl f I> = I f I for I 5 I ,< b(P), 
= b(P) for I LF I > Wp), 
z b(p) for I 5 I > b(p). 
The homogeneity of p, for 1 f 1 > b(p), implies that 
P&4 0 = P,(% Y-4 f IMI s’ I)* 
We define another path pI+*, t E [0, 11, in S&X, B(H, H)). Let 
z-: T*(X)+X x {0} 
be the fiber map onto the zero section and let 
2) : (pvy ---f n"((pV 1 x x {O})l) 
be a smooth vector-bundle isomorphism, homogeneous for 1 [ / > b(p). 
Now define 
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The symbol 
p, : v= @ 1/_1+ ““(PV 1 x x (01) 0 q”((pT/ 1 x x (OF) 
has the property that the decompositions of H= in the domain and range are 
constant along the fibers of T*(X). H ence the pseudodifferential operator 
Pp2 , defined with a partition of unity, admits a direct sum decomposition 
P,, I E 0 p, I VL = C”“(X, lg 0 CYX, EL) 
-+ cyx, p v / x x 0) @ cyx, (pV j x x 0)‘). 
The symbol p,(x, f) I V =ph, 0) I V is invertible and constant along the 
fibers of T*(X). Hence Ppa 1 V, is invertible. 
It is now clear that the topological and analytical indices of p, (and hence p) 
are both equal to the indices of the symbol pa j V”- : zA -+ (pz j V)i on 
ordinary vector bundles. 
Remark 3.7. Let X and Y be compact manifolds. Then the diagram 
K(T*X x T*Y) 
Ijl \K(point), 
K( T*X) 
where I1 is the analytical index of a family and I, and & are analytical indices, 
commutes. This follows from Atiyah’s work but Example 1.7 and Corollary 
3.6, together, give another proof. 
Remark 3.8. In the remark above, the trivial fiber bundle X x Y -+ Y 
could be replaced by a general smooth fibering of compact manifolds. 
However, we should have to abandon the Hilbert bundles of Sobolev spaces 
and use more general bundles (see Segal [lo]). A proof that the analogous 
diagram commutes, along the lines of our proof above, would then involve 
the analysis of pseudodifferential operators on these more general bundles. 
4. AN APPLICATION TO THE INDEX THEOREM FOR ELLIPTIC OPERATORS 
ON MANIFOLDS WITH BOUNDARY 
Recently, Boutet de Monvel developed a theory of pseudodifferential 
operators with boundary data [4]. We give a very brief description of these 
operators. 
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Let X be a compact manifold with boundary aX and interior X and let 
2X be the double of X, two copies of X identified along ax. Let 
P : C”(2X) + Cm(2X) be a pseudodifferential operator on 2X and let 
Jo Cm(X) with the extension of j to 2X by 0 denoted by f: Then 
is defined by 
Px : C”“(X) -j cy2) 
Boutet de Monvel gives a condition, called the transmission property, on the 
symbol of P which ensures that Px( j) has a smooth extension onto 8X. 
This generalizes to the case when P acts on sections of vector bundles. 
Let E, E’ be smooth vector bundles on X, F, F’ smooth vector bundles 
over ax. A continuous linear operator 
A : Cm(X, E) @ Cm(aX, F) --+ C”“(X, E’) @ C=‘(aX, F’) 
is a Green’s operator if it admits a decomposition 
AZ Px-?-G ( K 1 T 8' 
Px , G : C”(X, E) + Cm(X, E’), 
K: cyax,F)+ cyax,q, 
T : C=‘(X, E) -> C”(X, E’), 
Q : C”(aX, F) -+ C”(aX, F’), 
where 
(i) Px is a pseudodifferential operator with transmission property, 
(ii) Q is a pseudodifferential operator on 3X, 
(iii) K is the composition of the delta distribution 8(8X) concentrated 
on 8X, and a pseudodifferential operator with transmission property, 
(iv) T is of the form C Qi(Pxi 1 ax), where the Pxi are pseudo- 
differential operators with transmission property and the Qi are pseudo- 
differential operators on ax, 
(v) G is of the form C K,Tz , where the Ki are Poisson operators as 
defined in (iii) above and the T, are trace operators as defined in (iv) above. 
This term G arises from composition of Green’s operators. 
The Green’s operators include differential operators with boundary data. 
There is a class of elliptic Green’s operators which are Fredhohn and have 
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Green’s-operator parametrices. This class includes elliptic differential 
operators with boundary data satisfying the Lopatinski condition. There are 
Green’s operators of all orders and this enables one to reduce the problem 
of computing the index of elliptic operators to one involving only operators 
of order 0. 
We are going to apply the theory in the preceding sections to the index 
problem for eIliptic Green’s operators. 
Let A be an elliptic Green’s operator of order 0 and class 0 (see [4] for 
definitions) and such that the symbols of the components of A admit 
asymptotic expansions in terms of rational functions so that homogeneous 
leading terms are welldefined. (If A’ is an elliptic differential operator with 
boundary date then some composition of A’ with Laplace operators, Dirichlet 
operators and their parametrices will frt this description; Laplace and 
Dirichlet operators have index 0.) 
The ellipticity condition on A requires that the leading term of the symbol 
of P is invertible on the cosphere bundle of X, i.e., if e(P) is the leading term 
of the symbol of P, 
u(P) : S*(X) --f Hom(v*E, v*El) 
where S*(X) is the cosphere bundle, P : S*(X) -+ X is the projection and 
Hom(rr*E, rr*E’) is the vector bundle of fiber homomorphism, then u(P) is 
required to take values in fiber homomorphisms. The transmission property 
requires that 
CT(P)@‘, v) = cT(P)(x’, -v) 
for any nonzero conormal vector (CC, v) E iV, the conormal bundle over 2X. 
Hence 4P) defines an element d(P) E K(T*(X), N). 
At the boundary, the leading terms of the symbols of the components of A 
define an operator-valued function o&A) on S*(aX), the cosphere bundle 
of 8X. Briefly, if H+ denotes the image of Y(R) under the composition in 
which the first factor is the multiplication by the characteristic function of 
[O, co) and the second is the Fourier transform, then at (x’, p) E 22*(8X), 
aax(A)(d, E’) : (E,, 0 H+) 0 F,r -+ (Ej?, 8 H+) 0 F;, . 
The ellipticity of P ensures that o&A) is Fredhoim operator valued and 
hence gives us an elementj(A) E: K(S*(aX)) such that 
j(A) = j(P,) + n*F - n*F’. 
The elliptic&y of A (the Lopatinski condition) requires that u&A) takes 
values in the invertible operators. Hence j(A) = 0 and j(Px) = v*F’ - r*F. 
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Consider the following commutative diagram, 
K(T*(X) 1 ax, N) -----+ K(S*(aX) x RZ) 8-1_ K(S*(aX)) 
1 1 1 
K(T*(X) ) ax) --+ K(T*@X) x R) B-’ lP(T”(i3X)), 
where the spaces T*(X) 1 8X and T*(aX) x R are identified by the inward 
pointing normal, K(T*(X) 1 i3X, N) and K(S*(aX) x R2) by the homo- 
morphism induced by (p, &J -+ (S/ 1 4’ (, & , log [ r I), where 4’ is the 
boundary component and & the normal component of a covector .$ and ,8 
is the Bott homomorphism. 
The image of d(P) in K(S*(aX)) is j(P,). By diagram chasing and 
j(P) = rr*F’ - n*F we see that the image of d(P) in K(T*(X) j 8X) is zero. 
Hence we may deform the symbol of 
Px @ 1 : P(X, E @ C’) + Cm(X, E’ @ C’) 
for some trivial bundle Cr, through elliptic symbols, so that it equals the 
identity along some strip parallel to aX and without deforming Px at ax. 
This reduces the problem of computing the index of A to that of computing 
the sum of the indices of 
(i) an elliptic pseudodifferential operator on X which is equal to the 
identity in a neighborhood of 8X, 
(ii) an elliptic Green’s operator which is equal to the identity outside 
some collar neighborhood of 8X. The operator P @ 1 is clearly equal to a 
composition of two such operators (up to terms of negative order). The 
case (i) may be treated by extending it by the identity to 2X. We concentrate 
on case (ii). 
This idea for splitting A is due to G. B. Segal. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 
A” : P’(aX x [O, co), E) + P(aX, F) + cyax x [0,00),q + cyax,q 
be an elliptic Green’s operator of ordu and class 0, equal to the identity outside 
~0112~ compact neighborhood of aX x 0. Then A” has an extension 
A” : P(aX, L2)[0, co), E) OF) -+ cyax,q[o, 00),q OF') 
which is an elliptic pseudodifferential operator on the indicated Hilbet-t bundles. 
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The proof of this theorem is very technical and is deferred to Appendix 2. 
Remark 4.2. This is our “solution” to the index problem for A”. The 
index of A” is equal to the topological index of the element in K(T*(aX)) 
defined by the symbol. 
To solve the index problem for a Green’s operator A on X, we should 
provide a well-defined element of K(T*&) from which the index can be 
calculated. However, we have only given, via the symbols, a pair in 
K(T*@)) x K(T*(BX)). 
Taking the map from K(T*(J?)) x K(T*(BX)) to K(T*(T)) given by 
(a, b) I-+ a + /3b, where /3 is the Bott homomorphism followed by open 
inclusion of the tangent space of a collar, we have an element from which to 
calculate the index of A. It is not clear that this map is well defined. 
Two different homotopies of A to the identity along a strip parallel to 8X 
give us operators which differ by a pseudodiierential operator 
.J?C”(XxR,E@CT)+Cm(XxR,E’@C’), 
which is equal to the identity outside a compact neighborhood of X x 0 and 
its symbol defines an element in K(Y*(BX) x R2). The operator p has an 
extension 
P : C”(aX, L2(R, E @ C’)) -+ C=‘(aX, .V(R, E’ @ C’)), 
which is elliptic, and its symbol gives an element in K(T*(aX)). If we could 
show that these two elements correspond under the Bott isomorphism then 
the element in K(T*($)) would be well defined. 
APPENDIX 1: PROOF OF THEOREM 1.8 
The proof of this theorem relies heavily on Peetre’s and Young’s inequal- 
ities and the proof of the following well-known result (see Kohn and Nirenberg 
l31)~ 
LEMMA 1.9. Let p E Sd(Rn, B(H, , H,)) have compact support. Then 
p(x, D) has a continuous extension 
p(x, D) : Hk(Rn, HJ - H”-d(RW, Hz) 
for each k E R and 
II Ax, WI 9 const  Ml - W/2 P(X, 5)(1 +I 5 2Y’2 II &, 
where the constant and iV depend on n, k, and d and A, = xi a2,lax,z. 
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Proof. Let u E C,,*(U, HI). Then 
(W” (5) = CW-” ~P(~& 5) W dk, 5 E R”. 
Let N be an even integer such that N > n + 1 K - d 1. Then 
(1 + I s - E 12)N~2P(cck 5)(1 + I ‘t 12F2 
= 
s 
e-~“+“(l - A,)N/“p(x, z$)(l + 1 [ /2)-ai2 dx. 
Let C be a bound for the above expression, then 
II p(Cc2, S)ll < C(1 + I 5 - f l2)-N’2 (1 + I f 12)d’2 
and so 
< (27~)-~” ii (1 + I C 12)(k--d)‘2 j- II p(iq, cYI II %Yl d5 11 
< (24-%l~-&~ 
IIS (1+15-81)- 2 ( N+k--d)12 (1 + I 5 j2)b/2 Ijz.@)I] dt jj 
by Peetre’s inequality 
< (27p+-d’ c2 11(1 + ( 5 js)(-N+a-a)ls I& II U II;* 
by Young’s inequality 
However, COm(R”, HI) is dense in H”(Rn, HI) and hence this inequality 
proves the existence of the required extension. 
Proof of Theorem 1.8. We must locate a symbol for such an extension. 
Let u E COm(R” x R”). Then 
Pu(x, y) = (277)~“-” 1 ez(o.~i~‘n)p(x, y, 5,~) zi(5, q) d5 dy 
= (2,)~m-m 1 e z(z*E+zl~sb$~, Y, $2 7) am (d dt dq 
= (2~)~” s eio*%(x, W(C~ d&y), 
where q(x, 6) : COm(Rnz) -+ COm(Rnz) is given by &c, [) = p(x, y, f, D). 
It follows from Lemma 1.9 that 4 takes values in B(Hk(Rm), H’F~(R”)). 
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LEMMA 1.10. The B(Hk(Rm), H”d(Rm))-valued function q is smooth. 
Proof. Let (x”, p) E R” x Itz”, a! be a multi-index and ei = (0, l,..., l,-..), 
zeros except in the i-th position. Then 
I %Y@, Y, e, 71) - %Y(XO, Y, to> dl 
where C, is a constant depending on D. and C&) is a constant depending on cy. 
and 6. 
It now follows from Lemma 1.9 that 4 is continuous (ti, to”). 
To show that p is differentiable at (x, e), it suffices to show that the partial 
derivatives exist and are continuous. Let v E Com(RTn) and let 01, /3 be multi- 
indices. Then 
%W@(x, 0 V(Y)) = GWm s ez~‘%“%@p(~, Y, E, -4 f&d 4. 
We write “aEa &s”q for the B(Hk(Rm), Hk-d(Rm))-valued function defined by 
It is clear that if 4 is smooth then 
(the operator norm derivative equals the strong derivative). Hence we 
must prove 
(1.11) 1;~ IIllt(& + tei ,E) - 4(x, 0) - “a:<” q(x, Oil = 0 
and simiiarly for 5. 
The continuity of 82 q will follow by the argument proving the continuity 
of q. 
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When t # 0, put 
Pt,i,ehc(Y, 4 = l/Wx + tei ,Y> 5,rl) -PP(%Y, f, 7)) - qY(%Y, f, 7) 
and then (1.11) becomes 
$2 Pt,i*a%E(YI D) = 0. 
A short Taylor expansion gives us that 
I %%,i,..f(Y? 791 = I t I / 1: (1 - 0 a”,‘“~Cx + tk, , Y, k, 7) 4 1 
and hence 
Then (1.11) follows from Lemma 1.9. 
The proof of Lemma 1.10 is completed by induction. 
It now remains to investigate bounds for q(x, f) and to determine its order 
as a symbol. 
LEMMA 1.12. Ifd>O,thenforeachk>d 
q E S”(Rn, B(fP(R”), iFd(Rm))). 
Proof. Let z, E C,,“(R”). Then 
(dx, i%)” (5) = GWM j- P(X, 5 - 775, d %I) 4 
and for multi-indices (y. and j3, 
%aQ%dx, &)^ (1) = GW- s &n%'W, 5 - 7% t, 4 +I) 4. 
Let M be a nonnegative even integer. Then 
(1 + I 5 - 77 12YZ I &oWP(% cch I> 7) WI 
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< (2+m f (1 + ] 5 - 7 12)--M/2 const(1 + I E + 17 12)ca-io~)~2 I %I>I 4. 
For each k’ > 0, 
< const 
s 
(1 + 1 5 - 17 \y4+7w (1 + 17 j2)k’P 
~u-i-l~+rl/) - 2 (d lalll2 / d(q)1 do by Peetre’s inequality 
< con@ + / [ I)+ J (1 + j 5 - 7 /2)(-M+lc’)l2 (1 + j 7] j2)7c’/2 
* (1 + I E + 7 12Y I WI 4. 
Letd>O,k’=k-dandM-k+d>2m.Then 
(1 + I 5; 12)(k--d)‘2 l(%“~e”4(% &y (01 
< const(l + I f I>“+1 I(1 + I 5 - 77 12)(--M+k--d)/2 (1 + j q 12)k/2 1 +/)I dy 
Hence by Young’s inequality 
II %c%%(% Eb I& ie4 < const(1 + I 5 l)“+l \I(1 + I 7 12)(--M+K--d)/2 lltl II 21 llHb 
and so 
(We use “const” to denote various constants.) Therefore 
q E Sd(Rn, R(fiI", EF)). 
The other ca.ses in Theorem 1.8 are proved similarly. 
APPENDIX 2: PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1 
The problem of showing that A” is a pseudodifferential operator of order 0 
and class CV is a local one. Hence it will suffice to prove this for the case 
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when X = Rn-1 x [0, co), the symbols of A” have compact support in Rn-l 
and the vector bundles are trivial line bundles. Then A” has components 
with 
( 
J’[o,co) + G K 
T Q ) 
Pro,,) , G : Cam(R”-l x [0, co)) -+ C”(Rn-1 x [O, co)) 
K : C,,OO(R+l) -+ C”(R’+r x [0, co)) 
T : C,,m(Rn-l x [0, co)) -+ C”(R+r) 
Q : COM(R1?-l) -+ C”(R+l). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The component PI,,,,) has an extension belonging to 
P&@W LYP, ~>), L2(P:o, 03)). 
Proof. The operator P[O,,) is the restriction of an operator 
P : Cam(Rn) ---f Cm(Rn) 
which we proved to have an extension belonging to P&(R’+l; L2(R), L2(R)). 
The required extension of PI,,,, is given by the composition 
Ca=‘(R’+-l, L2([0, a)) c-t COCo(Rn--l, L2(R)) -+ Cm(R”-l, L2(R)) 
--+ C”(RN-l, La([O, co))), 
where the first factor is induced by the inclusion of L2[0, co)) in L2(R), the 
second is P and the third is induced by the restriction of functions in Ls(R) 
to [0, co). All these maps are pseudodifferential operators of order 0 and 
hence the same is true of the composition. To check that the composition is 
of class CV, we inspect (2.5). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. The component T has an extension belonging to 
PKo(R”-l; L2([0, oo)), C). 
Proof. We may assume that T is defined in terms of a symbol t admitting 
an expansion 
where (F> = 2/(1+ 1 p 1”) and c = (tr ,..., tn-r), where the a,(%‘, F)E S*(R”-l 
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form a rapidly decreasing sequence. It suffices to prove the theorem for the 
special case 
Let 
and 
a/(x’, %) = a&x’, I’&y’” 
Then T is a composition of an operator T’ defined in terms of t’ and the 
pseudodiierential operator a’(~‘, 0) on R+1. Hence it suffices to prove the 
proposition for the operator T’. 
For eachfE COm(R+l x Tp, co)), 
T’(x’) = (2n-)-” j ezx’*p d<’ s t’(x), f’)f(f’, [,J ds, 
= (&pfl j e”““f’t((‘)(f($‘)“) df’, 
where t(c) : Com([O, co)) -+ C is given by 
G’)h = &-)-1 I^ t’(x’, t’, &J kJ df, . L 
The proposition will follow if we can show that t’ E SO(R”, B(LZ([O, co)), 6)) 
and it is clear that using 
WV, co)), C) E L2(P, 00)) +L2(R), 
it will s&lice to prove that t’ E So(Rn--l, L2(R)). 
LEMMA 4.5. The L2(R)-valuedfunction t’ defined on R*-l is smooth. 
The proof of this lemma is routine and will be omitted. 
It remains to show that t’ satisfies the right sort of bounds. 
LEMW 4.6. Let /3 be a multi-index; then there exists a donstunt C, stich that 
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Proof. In the following, “const” will denote various constants. It will 
suffice to show that 
Considering the function 
(1 + %&I’>)” 
(1 - &%4’>)“‘” 
as a composition f og(g, &J, where g(,$‘, &n) = &J(p) and 
f(g) = (1 + ig)Ql(l - ig>*+l 
and using the formula 
qf dF, &,> = C const “l”‘~p) 
7&a 
al+-..+a\,l=R 
then 
Hence 
and, finally, 
where h is a sum of terms of the form 1 &/<~)j 1~1f(i~1)(~~/(~)) 
< const<tY2-fsl II 4LJllL2~R~ 
< const(f’)1/2-isl. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.4. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. The component K has an extension belonging to 
P,O(R’“-I; C, L2([0, cc))). 
This may be proved using the results and proof of the previous proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 4.8. The component G has an extensioti belonging to 
PKo(R+l; P(R), L2(R)). 
Proof. This follows from the decomposition of G. 
This completes the proof that 
A” E P;,(BX; Lz([O, CQ), E) OF, Lz([O, CD)* E’) @E’). 
‘I‘he eIIipt.icity of A” follows from the existence of a Green’s operator para- 
metrix and hence a parametrix in 
P&#X; P([O, a), E’) 0 F’, -q[O, a), E) OF). 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete. 
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